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ISEG has been
educating leaders of

thought and action
since 1911. Today, at a

time when society
recognizes the

importance of good
economic management
more than ever, we are
here to build solutions:
ISEG - 113 years of a

School of Firsts

ISEG is now part of the prestigious HERMES
university network
 
ISEG is now part of HERMES, an international network
of 26 prestigious business schools located on several
continents. Created in 1997, this association has made
it possible to strengthen academic cooperation
between universities in multiple ways, benefiting
students, faculty, and non-faculty staff.
 
Belonging to this network makes it possible, firstly, to
promote the creation of dual Bachelor's and Master's
degrees. Students from one university thus have the
opportunity to continue or complete their studies in
other countries and cultures, in the spirit of Erasmus,
enriching their learning experience and developing new
skills. Secondly, it provides access to shared
resources, including databases, which are essential for
members of faculty’s' research and development
projects. Thirdly, the network facilitates the exchange of
faculty and non-faculty staff between the various
universities in the network, promoting the sharing of
good practices, new learning methodologies and
content. Finally, the network is itself a forum for
academic development, organising conferences and
seminars on current topics.

Participating in this prestigious HERMES university
network is a natural step in ISEG's internationalisation
strategy, enhancing its degree offer and the
development of human resources. The School already
offers double degrees in Bachelor's and Master's
degrees. With this new imitative our objective is to
increase the School’s number and scope of scientific
areas, introducing double and triple degrees in most
Bachelor's and Master's degrees, providing students
with access to new educational experiences at the
campi of strategic partners, as well as facilitating the
international exposure of faculty and non-faculty staff.

ISEG becomes part of the prestigious HERMES
business schools network

ISEG has become a member of the HERMES network for Higher
Education and Research in Management of European Universities.

Founded by the EM Strasbourg Business School in 1997, HERMES is one of the oldest
and most important networks of business schools in the world, comprising 26 schools in
Europe, the USA, Asia, and Australia.

ISEG is the only Portuguese business school to be part of this network of internationally
prestigious universities, three of which – including ISEG – are included in the Financial
Times Best European Business Schools ranking. This global connection not only
broadens the learning opportunities for ISEG students, but also strengthens the cultural
and academic exchange between the participating universities.
 
"Becoming a member the HERMES network represents another important step for ISEG.
Being part of this network means that we have joined an elite group of universities
committed to innovation in teaching and research. Our School, which is recognised for its
academic rigour and the quality of its research, now becomes a key member of this
network, committing itself fully to its present and future development," comments João
Duque, presidente do ISEG.

Find out more about the Hermes Network HERE.

In today’s issue, we highlight ISEG becoming a member of the prestigious HERMES
business schools network, the fact that ISEG was considered the 30th best school in the
world in the Financial Times 2024 Masters in Finance ranking, the launch of the new
‘Different Minds. ISEG Inclusive Academy’ programme, the annual conference of the
European Financial Management Association (EFMA), as well as the semi-finals of the
Hult Prize competition that are taking place at our School, the launch of ISEG's innovative
MB WAY keychain in in its own name, the Franco-Belgian Recital Concert, and the ‘PT
2030 opportunities to support digital transformation’ Masterclass. We also highlight the
news in the Research and Alumni sections.
 
The following are cited in this number: Ana Fernandes, António Garcia Pereira,
Gilberto Jordan, João Duque, Paulo Trigo Pereira, Sofia Santos, and Tiago Cardão-
Pito.

ISEG at the top of the world of finance

>> Tiago Cardão-Pito says that the US is becoming
increasingly isolated in its support for Israel.

>> Gilberto Jordan emphasises how tourism and technology
are elevating the Iberian Peninsula as an investment
destination.

>> In her opinion column, Sofia Santos points out that there is
more sustainability in the world than in Europe.

>> Paulo Trigo Pereira reveals that the Institute of Public
Policy, an ISEG think tank that analyses the State Budget
proposals, will relaunch the Budget Watch project, due to
concerns about public accounts.

>> Ana Fernandes took part in the 3rd Girl Talk conference, a
feature in EXAME magazine whose objective is to include more
women in the public debate on economic issues.

>> ISEG became the first Business School to create a
customised MB WAY bracelet.

>> An opinion piece by António Garcia Pereira –
‘Contributions to a fairer justice system’.

>> In an interview with PME Magazine, João
Duque emphasises that it is necessary to "pay well, create an
environment, and provide give a purpose" in order to recruit
and retain talent.

>> A report on CEsA's 40 years on RTP Africa's Rumos
programme (starts at 22 minutes).

What's Up @ ISEG

ISEG's Master's in Finance in the Top 30 in the world

ISEG was considered the 30th best school in the world in the Financial Times 2024
Masters in Finance ranking, and the 25th best in Europe. This ranking means that the
School remains in the Top 30 worldwide and is a seal of quality from a leading publication
for students and employers.
 
 
The School also maintains an excellent rating in terms of its ecological footprint, at
position 11, reinforcing ISEG's commitment to sustainability.
 
"We are committed to continually offering an education of excellence, and this
international recognition of the quality of our educational offer reinforces our position as
one of the best schools economics and management in the world", says João Duque,
Dean of ISEG.
 
See the Financial Times ‘Masters in Finance’ ranking HERE.

Different Minds. The ISEG Inclusive Academy

ISEG announces the launch of a new programme for people with Intellectual and
Developmental Difficulties (IDD).
 
The objective of ISEG’s Different Minds. Academia Inclusiva (Inclusive Academy)
programme is to contribute to the inclusion of people with IDD in higher education and
facilitate their integration into the labour market, as well as raising awareness among
ISEG students, as future professionals, of the relevance and usefulness of these people in
society. The plan is for ISEG to start a pilot programme during the 2024-2025 academic
year.
 
This two-year educational programme will take place in partnership with the Jerónimo
Martins Group, which offers the opportunity for employment curricular internships.
 
Applications are open until the deadline of the 5th July HERE.

ISEG launches MB WAY keychain in its own name

ISEG has just launched the ISEG Keychain, in partnership with MB WAY, becoming the
first Business School to create a customised MB WAY keychain. In this way, ISEG
now has this personalised means of payment, whose design draws inspiration from the
School's current and former students.
 
The ISEG Keychain  is a revolutionary MB WAY pulse device that enables students and
the rest of the ISEG community to make payments in a simple and practical way, without
the need for clicks, internet access, or batteries.
 
Available in red, with the Business School’s motto of ‘Open Minds. Grab the Future’, this
keychain will make life easier for anyone looking for a new payment method.
 
The MB WAY x ISEG keychain is available HERE.

The WYD Lisbon 2023 economic impact assessment report is now
available

The report on the Economic Impact Assessment of World Youth Day Lisbon 2023 carried
out by ISEG from the 1 to 6 August, 2023is now available.
 
This study, which was initially coordinated by Professor Paula Fontoura later on by
Professor Nuno Valério is to assess the impact of World Youth Day Lisbon 2023 on the
Portuguese economy, covering the various aspects (economic activity, employment,
prices, net income and medium and long-term effects), while considering the various
relevant temporal and spatial scopes.
 
The report is available on this link.

EFMA 2024 Annual Meeting

The annual meeting of the European Financial Management Association (EFMA) for
2024 will take place from the 26 to 29 June, at ISEG.
 
The event will be attended by Robert F. Stambaugh, from the Wharton School, who will
be the keynote speaker on the topic of ‘Green Tilts’.
 
The co-chairs of the programme will be Manuel Rocha Armada (University of
Minho), João Duque (President of ISEG) and  Ricardo Cabral (professor at ISEG). The
organizing committee is made up of Mariya Gubareva, Pedro Pimentel, Raquel
Gaspar, Tiago Gonçalves, and Victor Barros.

For further information, visit the official EFMA website.

ISEG is to once again host the semi-finals of the prestigious
international Hult Prize competition

For the second year running, ISEG will host the semi-finals of the prestigious
international Hult Prize competition, which will take place from the 21st to the 23rd
June.
 
The Hult Prize is the largest global social entrepreneurship competition, challenging
thousands of university students every year to create innovative start-ups with the
potential to transform the world.
 
This year, ISEG will have the privilege of hosting 56 startups, constituted by 176 university
students from 48 different nationalities. These teams will compete for one of six places in
the Hult Prize final, which is scheduled to take place in September in London, the U.K.

Concerto Recital Franco-Belga 

The violinist Bruno Monteiro and pianist João Paulo Santos are visiting ISEG for a one-
off Franco-Belgian recital. The concert is scheduled for the 5th July and will take place in
the CGD Auditorium.
 
See the concert programme HERE.
 
Free admission, subject to the auditorium's capacity.

Research News

ISEG's scientific journal rises to the top 25% of journals with the highest
impact factor in the field of Economics

The Portuguese Economic Journal (PEJ), which pertains to ISEG, has risen to the top
25% of scientific journals with the highest impact factor among the almost 600
indexed in the field of Economics in the well-known Web of Science (WoS) bibliographic
database. With very strict entry criteria, this database covers less than 10% of the total
number of Journals of Economics in the world and is the largest and most important
database dedicated to scientific production. Among many other applications, it is used to
measure the scientific production indicator in the Academic Ranking of World
Universities – the well-known Shanghai ranking.
 
PEJ is a general scientific journal in the field of Economics, which is published by the
prestigious Springer Nature publishing house. Its first issue came out in 2002.

Highlights | CESA – Centre for
African and Development
Studies

In Progress 3 presentations available as a free ebook

The book of papers presented at the 3rd edition of ‘In Progress - Seminar on Social
Sciences and Development in Africa’ is available for free download on CEsA's website
(click HERE). The book is coordinated by CEsA researchers Sónia Frias and Iolanda
Évora, and compiles together all the papers presented at the event, which took place in
November 2018.
 
The papers address contemporary Africa and its development from new approaches, such
as the notions of "well-being" and "good living", the critical perspective on the dominant
discourses and methodologies in the field of development policies linked to mobilities, the
economy and identities, the contribution of financial growth to economic growth, and also
the requirements to be taken into account in discussions on economic sustainability.

ADVANCE - ISEG'S Centre for
Advanced Research in
Management

ADVANCE/CSG researchers win Best Paper awards at ACIEK 2024 

Two papers written by ADVANCE researchers were awarded the Best Paper Award by
the ACIEK Academy (Academy of Innovation, Entrepreneurship, and Knowledge) at its
annual conference, which took place at IAE Paris - Sorbonne Business School, from the
4th and 6th June.
 
ADVANCE won two Best Paper Awards with the papers on: ‘Green work-life synergy?
Innovating through the path from Green HRM to Organisational Environmental
Performace’, by Helena Mateus Jerónimo, Fernanda Bethlem Tigre, Paulo Lopes
Henriques, and Margarida Constatino Lourenço, and ‘The interplay between
Leadership, Diversity, Creativity and Innovation: a mediation model of Team Process’, by
Ricardo Belchior and Bernardo T. Chagas.

Alumni in the Spotlight

Masterclass | PT 2030 opportunities to support digital transformation

The Alumni Strategic Council for Digital Transformation will hold a Masterclass on the
24th June, from 18.00 to 19.45, at ISEG, led by Pedro Cilínio, the former Secretary of
State for the Economy.
 
The aim of this masterclass is to provide an overview of the opportunities for promoting
the digital transformation of companies by sharing the different existing supports available
in the ongoing Portugal 2030 programme.
 
Registration is limited and must be completed via the online form (click HERE), by the
20th June.
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